Name ________________________________

**Grade K-2 Pre/Post Test**

1. When you brush your teeth, which motion should you make with your toothbrush? Circle the right answer.
   - [ ] 🔄
   - [ ] 🔄
   - [ ] 🔄
   - [ ] ⬇️

2. Circle all the ways you can stop sharing germs.
   - [ ] 🎉
   - [ ] 🎉
   - [ ] 🎉
   - [ ] 🎉
   - [ ] 🎉

3. How many baby teeth (primary teeth) do humans have? Circle the right answer.
   - [ ] 🦷
   - [ ] 🦷
   - [ ] 🦷
   - [ ] 🦷

4. Circle the picture that shows what to do if you bite your lip.
   - [ ] I don’t need help!
   - [ ] Thanks, Dad!

5. Circle the ways you use your teeth.
   - [ ] Say cheese!
   - [ ] Talking!
   - [ ] TV TIME!
   - [ ] I don’t need help!
   - [ ] Thanks, Dad!

6. Circle the thumbs up for healthy foods. Circle the thumbs down for unhealthy foods.
   - 🍎
   - 🍭
   - 🍗
   - 🥗
   - 🍩
   - 🍳
Name ________________________________

Grade K-2 Pre/Post Test Answer Key

1. When you brush your teeth, which motion should you make with your toothbrush? Circle the right answer.
   - [ ] Circular
   - [ ] Zigzag
   - [ ] Recycle

2. Circle all the ways you can stop sharing germs.
   - [ ] Dressing
   - [ ] Wearing glasses
   - [ ] Fishing
   - [ ] Wearing a crown

3. How many baby teeth (primary teeth) do humans have? Circle the right answer.
   - [ ] 5
   - [ ] 10
   - [ ] 20

4. Circle the picture that shows what to do if you bite your lip.
   - [ ] I don't need help!
   - [ ] Thanks, Dad!

5. Circle the ways you use your teeth.
   - [ ] Say cheese!
   - [ ] Talking!
   - [ ] TV Time!
   - [ ] I don't need help!

6. Circle the thumbs up for healthy foods. Circle the thumbs down for unhealthy foods.
   - [ ] Apple
   - [ ] Candy
   - [ ] Chicken
   - [ ] Carrot
   - [ ] Donut
   - [ ] Egg